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The space of nodal curves of type p, q
with given Weierstraß semigroup
H. Knebl 1, E. Kunz 2 and R. Waldi 2
Abstract
We continue the investigation of curves of type p, q started in [KKW]. We study the
space of such curves and the space of nodal curves with prescribed Weierstraß semi-
group. A necessary and sufficient criterion for a numerical semigroup to be a Weierstraß
semigroup is given. We find a class of Weierstraß semigroups which apparently has not
yet been described in the literature.
Introduction
Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. For relatively prime numbers
p, q ∈ N with 1 < p < q a plane curve C of type p, q is the zero-set of a Weierstraß
polynomial of type p, q
F (X,Y ) := Y p + bXq +
∑
νp+µq<pq
bνµX
νY µ (bνµ ∈ K, b ∈ K \ {0})
in A2(K). Such curves are irreducible and have only one place P at infinity, i.e. P is the
only point at infinity of the normalization of the projective closure R of C. The Weierstraß
semigroup H(P ) of R at P is also called the Weierstraß semigroup of C. It contains the
semigroup Hpq generated by p and q as a subsemigroup. Hence H(P ) is obtained from Hpq
by closing some of its d := 1/2(p − 1)(q − 1) gaps. Remember that Hpq is a symmetric
semigroup with conductor c := (p − 1)(q − 1). It is shown in [KKW] that any Weierstraß
semigroup is the Weierstraß semigroup of a plane curve of type p, q having only nodes as
singularities if p and q are properly chosen.
By the substitution X 7→ 1/ q√−b ·X,Y 7→ Y the polynomial F goes over into a normed
Weierstraß polynomial of type p, q
Y p −Xq +
∑
νp+µq<pq
aνµX
νY µ
whose zero-set it isomorphic to C and has the same place at infinity and the same Weierstraß
semigroup. We call it the associated normed curve of C. In this paper we understand by
curves of type p, q the plane curves defined by normed Weierstraß polynomials of type p, q.
These curves can be identified with the points ({aνµ}νp+µq<pq) ∈ An(K) associated with
their equation where n := 1/2(p+1)(q+1)− 1. In Section 1 we describe the (locally closed)
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subsets of An(K) consisting of the various kinds of curves of type p, q. In particular we are
interested in the set of nodal curves of type p, q. Such curves have at most d nodes, and their
Weierstraß semigroup has genus g = d− l if l is the number of the nodes. The singular nodal
curves form a dense open set of an irreducible hypersurface H ⊂ An(K) whose properties
are the main object of study in Section 1. It turns out that for any l ∈ {0, . . . , d} a nodal
curve of type p, q exists having exactly l nodes (Theorem 1.6).
Given a numerical semigroup H with p ∈ H greater than the elements of a minimal
system of generators of H we construct in Section 2 a locally closed subset Vpq(H) in some
affine space, such that H is a Weierstraß semigroup if and only if Vpq(H) 6= ∅ (Corollary
2.4). The set Vpq(H) is explicitly described by polynomial vanishing and non-vanishing
conditions, where ”explicit” means that the polynomials are given by a formula or there
is an algorithm to compute them. In principle the membership test for polynomial ideals
allows then to decide whether H is a Weierstraß semigroup or not. However for any H of
interest (i.e. where the result is not known) the number of conditions is huge so that the
criterion seems only to be of theoretical interest and not feasible for a computer program.
By the simplification of nodal curves introduced in Section 3 the criterion allows to show
without computations that every H of the following kind is a Weierstraß semigroup: H is
obtained from the semigroup Hpq generated by p and q (1 < p < q, with p, q relatively
prime) by closing all gaps of Hpq which are greater than or equal to a given gap of Hpq
(Theorem 3.2). The hyperordinary semigroups defined by Rim and Vitulli [RV] belong to this
class of semigroups. These authors have shown with a different method that hyperordinary
semigroups are Weierstraß semigroups.
1 The space of plane curves of type p, q
Let R := K[{Aνµ}νp+µq<pq] be the polynomial ring in the n = 1/2(p+1)(q+1)− 1 indeter-
minates Aνµ (νp+ µq < pq) over K. The generic (normed) Weierstraß polynomial
F = Y p −Xq +
∑
νp+µq<pq
AνµX
νY µ = A00 + . . .
of type p, q has the partial derivatives
FX = −qXq−1 +
∑
νp+µq<pq
νAνµX
ν−1Y µ = A10 + . . .
FY = pY
p−1 +
∑
νp+µq<pq
µAνµX
νY µ−1 = A01 + . . .
where the dots represent terms containing X or Y . We are interested in the ring
A = R[X,Y ]/(F, FX , FY )
as an R-Algebra. As a K-algebra it is isomorphic to the polynomial ring
K[{Aνµ}(ν,µ) 6=(0,0),(1,0),(0,1), X, Y ]
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hence the image R′ of R in A is a domain. Moreover {F, FX , FY } is a regular sequence in
R[X,Y ].
We endow R[X,Y ] with the grading given by deg(X) = p, deg(Y ) = q and deg(r) = 0
for r ∈ R and let F denote the corresponding degree filtration. Let N := R[X,Y ]/(FX , FY ).
The polynomial F has degree form Y p −Xq, and since the partial derivatives are homoge-
neous maps the degree form of FX is −qXq−1 and that of FY is pY p−1. Since they form
a regular sequence in R[X,Y ] we have grFN = R[X,Y ]/(X
q−1, Y p−1) (see [Ku2], B.12),
hence N is a free R-module with the basis
B := {ξνηµ}ν<q−1,µ<p−1
where ξ, η are the residue classes of X,Y in N (see [Ku2], B.6). In particular rank(N) =
(p − 1)(q − 1) =: c, and different basis elements have different degrees with respect to the
residue grading of F .
Since A is finite over R′ we have R′ = R/q where the prime ideal q is generated by
an irreducible polynomial in R, hence H := Spec(R′) is an irreducible hypersurface in
An(K) = Spec(R).
We identify the curves of type p, q with the closed points α := ({aνµ}) ∈ An(K) or with
the maximal ideals m = ({Aνµ − aνµ}νp+µq<pq) (aνµ ∈ K) of R. For α ∈ Kn we denote
the curve with the equation F (α,X, Y ) = 0 by Cα. The set Max(A) can be identified with
the set of singularities of the curves of type p, q. If a maximal ideal M of A with preimage
m = ({Aνµ − aνµ}) in R is given, then M corresponds to a singularity of the curve Cα.
Moreover
AM/mAM = (K[Cα]/J)M
with the Jacobian ideal J of K[Cα] and the image M of M in K[Cα]/J .
Proposition 1.1. The singular curves of type p, q are the closed points of the irreducible
hypersurface H ⊂ An(K). The closed points of An(K) outside of H are in one-to-one
correspondence with the smooth curves of type p, q. Their Weierstraß semigroup is Hpq.
The last statement of the proposition follows from the fact that the Weierstraß semigroup
of a smooth curve of type p, q has genus g = d, hence no gaps of Hpq have to be closed in it.
An example of a smooth curve of type p, q is given by the equation Y p − Xq + a00 =
0 (a00 6= 0).
As an R-module A can be written
A = N/
∑
α<q−1,β<p−1
R · ξαηβF (ξ, η)
and the relations
(1) ξq−1 =
1
q
∑
νAνµξ
ν−1ηµ, ηp−1 = −1
p
∑
µAνµξ
νηµ−1
allow with the usual reduction process to write
ξαηβF (ξ, η) =
∑
ν<q−1,µ<p−1
rαβνµ · ξνηµ (rαβνµ ∈ R).
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The c × c-matrix M := (rαβνµ ) represents the multiplication by F (ξ, η) in N , and since
F (ξ, η) is not a zero-divisor in N we have an exact sequence of R-modules
(2) 0→ Rc M−→ Rc → A→ 0.
M is a relation matrix of the R-module A with respect to the basis B of N . For 0 ≤ l ≤ c the
(c− l)-minors ofM generate the l-th Fitting ideal Fl(A/R) of the R-module A. In particular
F0(A/R) = (∆) with ∆ := det(M), the norm of the multiplication map by F (ξ, η). Here
∆ 6= 0, the map given by M being injective. We have
(0) 6= F0(A/R) ⊂ F1(A/R) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fc(A/R)
By [Ku1], D.14
(3) AnnR(A)
c ⊂ F0(A/R) = (∆) ⊂ AnnR(A)
and therefore Rad(AnnR(A)) = Rad(∆). As A is an R-algebra AnnR(A) is the kernel q of
the structure homomorphism R → A, hence Rad(∆) is also a prime ideal. It follows that
∆ = a∆r0 with an irreducible polynomial ∆0 of R which generates q, an a ∈ K \ {0} and an
r ∈ N, hence R′ = R/q = R/(∆0) and the hypersurface H is given by the equation ∆0 = 0.
For p ∈ Spec(R) and l ∈ {0, . . . , c} we have the following formula for the minimal number
of generators of the Rp-module Ap
(4) µp(A) = min{l |Fl(Ap/Rp) = Rp}
([Ku1], D.8).
Let m = ({Aνµ − aνµ}) be a maximal ideal of R corresponding to the polynomial F¯ :=
F (α,X, Y ) ∈ K[X,Y ] and l ∈ {0, . . . , c}. Then by (4) Fl(A/R)m = Fl(Am/Rm) = Rm if
and only if the Rm-module Am has a minimal number of generators ≤ l, that is, if and only
if
(5) dimK(K[X,Y ]/(F¯ , F¯X , F¯Y )) ≤ l.
If M ∈Max(K[X,Y ]) corresponds to a node of Cα, then
dimK((K[X,Y ]/(F¯ , F¯X , F¯Y ))M) = 1.
If Cα is a nodal curve, then dimK(K[X,Y ]/(F¯ , F¯X , F¯Y )) is the number of its nodes and (4)
implies
Lemma 1.2. If Cα has at most l nodes and no other singularities, then m is contained in
the open set Max(R) \ V (Fl(A/R)) of Max(R). Conversely, if Cα has l distinct nodes and
m ∈ Max(R) \ V (Fl(A/R)), then Cα is a nodal curve with exactly l nodes.
For the module of differentials of A/R we have
Ω1A/R = AdX ⊕AdY/ 〈FXX(x, y)dX + FXY (x, y)dY, FY X(x, y)dX + FY Y (x, y)dY 〉
with the residue classes x, y of X,Y in A. Since the variables A00, A10, A01 have disappeared
in the second derivatives the Hesse determinant HessF (X,Y ) of F is a non-zero polynomial
in A. Take M ∈ Max(A) with preimage m in R corresponding to a point in H. Nodes are
the singularties with non-vanishing Hesse determinant, hence M corresponds to a node of
the curve given by m if and only if M ∈ Max(A) \ V (HessF ). This is equivalent to each of
the following conditions
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(i) HessF (X,Y ) is a unit in AM.
(ii) Ω1AM/R = 0.
(iii) M is unramified over R ([Ku1], 6.10).
From (ii) and (iii) we conclude
Proposition 1.3. The nodal curves of type p, q having at least one node correspond bijec-
tively to the maximal ideals m ∈ V (∆0) = H with m 6∈ V (AnnR(Ω1A/R)) or equivalently with
A/R being unramified at m.
We denote this open set of the hypersurface H by Hpq. The additional assumption that
m 6∈ V (Fl(A/R)) defines for each l = 1, . . . , d an open subset Ul of Hpq whose closed points
correspond to the nodal curves of type p, q having at most l nodes. Set U0 := ∅. We have
Hpq =
d⋃
l=1
Hlpq
with the locally closed subset Hlpq := Ul \ Ul−1 whose closed points correspond to the
curves having exactly l nodes. The Weierstraß semigroups of the curves in Hlpq are certain
semigroups H with p, q ∈ H having genus g = d − l. By [KKW], Theorem 6.4 every
Weierstraß semigroup H of genus g is the Weierstraß semigroup of an element of Hd−gpq for
suitably chosen p, q.
The curve C : (Y − b)p − (X − a)q + c(X − a)(Y − b) = 0 (a, b, c ∈ K, c 6= 0)) has only
one singularity at (a, b), and it is a node. Therefore H1pq 6= ∅. The associated normed curve
of the Lissajous curve of type p, q ([KKW], Example 2.4) has the maximal possible number
d of nodes, hence Hdpq 6= ∅.
For a domain B let Q(B) denote its quotient field.
Proposition 1.4. We have Q(R′) = Q(A). Hence R′ → A induces a finite birational
morphism An−1(K)→ H, and the hypersurface H is rational.
Proof. Let p be the kernel of R → A. The inclusion R′ → A induces an injection Q(R′)→
Ap. Since A is a domain and integral over R
′ we have Ap = Q(A). Moreover F1(Ap/Rp) =
Rp since F1(Am/Rm) = Rm with the m belonging to the curve C above, as Fitting ideals
are compatible with localization. Hence by (4) Ap is generated over Rp by one element, i.e.
Q(A) = Q(R′).
For the maximal ideals m ∈ Hlpq allM ∈ Max(A) lying over m are unramified over R. Let
m = ({Aνµ − aνµ}νp+µq<pq) ∈ Hlpq with α := ({aνµ}) ∈ Kn be given, and let M ∈ Max(A)
correspond to a node of the curve Cα. Set Tνµ := Aνµ − aνµ for short. The canonical
homomorphism Rm → AM induces a local homomorphism ϕ : R̂m → ÂM of the completions
which is surjective since AM is unramified over Rm. Here R̂m = K[[{Tνµ}]] and ÂM are
regular local rings of dimension n resp. n − 1. Therefore ker(ϕ) is generated by a power
series ∆M of order 1, an irreducible factor of ∆0 considered as a power series in the Tνµ.
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Thus M defines a smooth analytic branch Spec(R̂m/(∆M)) of H near the point α. Different
nodes of Cα define different branches as the power series ∆0 cannot have multiple factors,
∆0 being an irreducible polynomial. The local ring Rm/(∆0) is regular if and only if Cα has
only one node. Thus H1pq is the set of regular points of Hpq.
Let Âm be the completion of Am := Rm ⊗A as an Rm-module. Then
(6) Âm = ÂM1 × · · · × ÂMl = R̂m/(∆M1)× · · · × R̂m/(∆Ml)
by the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Since the Fitting ideals are compatible with localization
and completion we obtain that
F0(Âm/R̂m) = R̂m · F0(A/R) = R̂m ·∆ = R̂m · (
l∏
i=1
∆Mi) = R̂m ·∆0.
Remember that ∆ = a∆r0 with a ∈ K \ {0} and r ≥ 1. Since we know that nodal curves
of type p, q with at least one node exist for every p, q the above consideration implies that
r = 1 and we have proved the irreducibility of ∆, the polynomial generating F0(A/R). Thus
the hypersurface H is defined by F0(A/R) = (∆).
We determine the leading form of ∆M which defines the tangent hyperplane of the
branch ∆M = 0. As Ω
1
AM/R
= 0 we see that Ω1AM/K is generated by the differentials
dTνµ (νp+ µq < pq). Moreover we have the relation
(7)
∑
νp+µq<pq
xνyµdTνµ = 0
coming from dF = 0. Therefore {dTνµ}(ν,µ) 6=(0,0) is a basis of Ω1AM/K , and we obtain
Ω̂1AM/K =
⊕
(ν,µ) 6=(0,0)
ÂM · dTνµ
In Ω̂1AM/K there is the relation d∆M =
∑
νp+µq<pq ∂∆M/∂Tνµ · dTνµ, and by (7)∑
(ν,µ) 6=(0,0)
(
∂∆M/∂Tνµ − xνyµ · ∂∆M/∂T00
)
dTνµ = 0
which implies in ÂM the relations
∂∆M/∂Tνµ = x
νyµ · ∂∆M/∂T00
for all ν, µ. Since ∆M has order 1, at least one of the partial derivatives must be a unit
in ÂM, hence so must be the partial with respect to T00. Let (ξ, η) ∈ K2 be the node
corresponding to M. Considering the above relations modulo MÂM we find that
∂∆M/∂Tνµ | 0 = ξνηµ · ∂∆M/∂T00 | 0
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where the last partial does not vanish, hence the leading form of ∆M is
(8) LM∆M = ∂∆M/∂T00 | 0 ·
∑
νp+µq<pq
ξνηµTνµ.
Collecting everything we obtain
Proposition 1.5. At the closed points of Hlpq the hypersurface H has l regular branches
with tangent hyperplanes given by (8).
Let (ξ1, η1), . . . , (ξl, ηl) be the nodes of Cα. We shall see in Lemma 2.1 that the matrix
(ξνi η
µ
i )νp+µq<pq,i=1,...,l has rank l. Thus the LMi∆Mi (i = 1, . . . , l) are linearly independent
over K and the ∆Mi form part of a regular system of parameters of R̂m.
For the defining polynomial ∆ of H this means the following: If we expand ∆ as a
polynomial in the Tνµ = Aνµ − aνµ its form of lowest degree is up to a constant factor
the product of the l homogenous linear polynomials LMi∆Mi which moreover are linearly
independent over K.
Formula (6) implies that
R̂m · Fk(A/R) = Fk(Âm/R̂m) = ({∆Mi1 · · · · ·∆Mil−k }i1<···<il−k).
Let pi1,...,ik be the prime ideal of R̂m generated by ∆Mi1 , . . . ,∆Mik where i1 < · · · < ik.
Then
(9) R̂m · Fk(Am/Rm) =
⋂
i1<···<ik+1
pi1,...,ik+1 (k = 0, . . . , l − 1)
in particular
R̂m · Fl−1(A/R) = Fl−1(Âm/R̂m) = (∆M1 , . . . ,∆Ml) = p1,...,l.
One can prove (9) by first showing it when the ∆Mi are variables in a polynomial ring and
by passing then to the completion. Thus the ideals R̂m · Fk(A/R) (k = 0, . . . , l − 1) are
radical ideals of height k + 1 in R̂m, and so are the Fk(Am/Rm) in Rm.
Theorem 1.6. For any l with 1 ≤ l ≤ d there is a nodal curve of type p, q with exactly l
nodes, i.e. Hlpq 6= ∅.
Proof. Let m ∈Max(R) correspond to the curve C associated to the Lissajous curve of type
p, q. There is a g ∈ R such that m ∈ D(g) and that the closed points in D(g)∩H correspond
to nodal curves. Then by the above the Fk(Ag/Rg) (k = 0, . . . , d) form a strictly increasing
sequence of radical ideals in Rg. Choose a maximal ideal n ∈ D(g) such that
Fl−1(Ag/Rg) ⊂ nRg, Fl(Ag/Rg) 6⊂ nRg.
Then the curve corresponding to n has exactly l nodes.
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Examples 1.7. The Weierstraß semigroups of the curves in Hlpq are numerical semigroups
H with p, q ∈ H and genus d − l. If l ≤ p/2 all possible H of this kind do occur, see
[KKW], Example 5.4. For l = 1 the semigroup H is obtained from Hpq by closing one gap
c − 1 − (ap+ bq), (a, b ∈ N). We must have a = b = 0, otherwise more than one gap would
be closed. Therefore H = 〈p, q, c− 1〉 and any curve in H1pq has this Weierstraß semigroup.
In H2p,q we have the Weierstraß semigroups 〈p, q, c− 1− p〉 and 〈p, q, c− 1− q〉. The curves
in Hdpq are the nodal curves of type p, q for which the normalization of its projective closure
has genus 0. Their Weierstraß semigroup is N.
The hypersurface H contains many lines.
Proposition 1.8. Let α 6= β be closed points of H such that Sing(Cα)∩ Sing(Cβ) 6= ∅, and
let L be the line through α and β. Then L ⊂ H, and for almost all closed γ ∈ L the curve
Cγ has the singular set Sing(Cα) ∩ Sing(Cβ).
Proof. Set H := F (β,X, Y ) − F (α,X, Y ) and D := V (H). Then H and F (α,X, Y ) are
relatively prime and Sing(Cα) ∩ Sing(D) = Sing(Cα) ∩ Sing(Cβ). By [KKW], Proposition
3.1 the curve
F (α,X, Y ) + d ·H = F (α+ d(β − α), X, Y ) = 0
has for almost all d ∈ K \ {0} the singular set Sing(Cα) ∩ Sing(Cβ) 6= ∅. It follows that
L ⊂ H.
Corollary 1.9. For any closed point α ∈ H there is at least one line L with α ∈ L ⊂ H.
Proof. Let (a, b) be a singularity of Cα, and let Cβ be a nodal curve with (a, b) as its only
node. It can be chosen such that α 6= β. Then H contains by 1.8 the line through α and
β.
Corollary 1.10. Let L ⊂ H be a line through a closed point α where Cα is a nodal curve.
Then for almost all closed points γ ∈ L the curves Cγ have the same Weierstraß semigroup.
Proof. Since α ∈ Hpq and this set is open in H almost all Cγ with γ ∈ L are nodal curves
having by 1.8 the same set of nodes. By [KKW], Corollary 4.3 they also have the same
Weierstraß semigroup.
2 Which numerical semigroups are Weierstraßsemi-
groups?
Let H be a numerical semigroup of genus g and let p < q be relatively prime numbers from
H . The semigroup Hpq has d gaps γ1 < · · · < γd which can be written
γi = (p− 1)(q − 1)− 1− (aip+ biq) (i = 1, . . . , d)
with a unique (ai, bi) ∈ N2. Of these gaps l := d − g are closed in H . We want to decide
whether a nodal curve C of type p, q with l nodes exists such that H is the Weierstraß
semigroup of C.
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Let γj1 < · · · < γjl be the gaps of Hpq which are closed in H . Further let
AH(X1, Y1, . . . , Xl, Yl) be the matrix

X
aj1
1 Y
bj1
1 . . . X
ajl
1 Y
bjl
1
... · · · ...
X
aj1
l Y
bj1
l . . . X
ajl
l Y
bjl
l


and DH(X1, Y1, . . . , Xl, Yl) := det(AH(X1, Y1, . . . , Xl, Yl)) its determinant.
Lemma 2.1. If H is the Weierstraß semigroup of a nodal curve C : F = 0 of type p, q with
the nodes (ξ1, η1), . . . , (ξl, ηl), then DH(ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl) 6= 0.
Proof. If DH(ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl) = 0, then there exists a non-zero λ = (λ1, . . . , λl) ∈ K l such
that AH · λt = 0. Assume that λ1 = · · · = λi−1 = 0, λi 6= 0. Let x, y denote the images of
X,Y in the function field K(C) of C and P the place at infinity of C. The function
Φ(x, y) := λix
aji ybji + · · ·+ λlxajl ybjl ∈ K[C]
satisfies Φ(ξi, ηi) = 0 (i = 1, . . . , l). If follows from [KKW], Proposition 4.2 that
ordP (
Φ(x,y)
FY (x,y)
dx) + 1 = γji is a gap of H , contradicting the fact that γji was a gap of
Hpq closed in H .
With the generic Weierstraß polynomial F ({Aνµ}, X, Y ) ∈ R[X,Y ] of type p, q and l
with 1 ≤ l ≤ d set
T := R[X1, Y1, . . . , Xl, Yl]/({F (Xi, Yi), FX(Xi, Yi), FY (Xi, Yi)}i=1,...,l).
Let CL : F ({aLνµ}, X, Y ) = 0 be the normed curve associated to the Lissajous curve of
type p, q, and let (ξi, ηi) (i = 1, . . . , d) be its nodes. CL has the Weierstraß semigroup N.
By Lemma 2.1 we have DN(ξ1, η1 . . . , ξd, ηd) 6= 0. Therefore the columns of this determinant
corresponding to the gaps γj1 , . . . , γjl are linearly independent over K, and there are nodes
(ξ1, η1) . . . , (ξl, ηl) (say) such that DH(ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl) 6= 0 too.
Let δ be the image of DH(X1, Y1, . . . , Xl, Yl) and t that of
∏l
i=1HessF (Xi, Yi) in T . Then
t ·δ is not contained in the maximal ideal corresponding to the point ({aLνµ}, ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl)
and hence t · δ is not nilpotent. Therefore SH := Tt·δ is not the zero-ring. Now the elements
of Max(SH) correspond bijectively to the (β, ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl) where the (ξi, ηi) are nodes of
the curve Cβ and have the additional property that DH(ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl) 6= 0. In particular
the nodes are distinct.
Let h be the set of the (aji , bji) ∈ N2 (i = 1, . . . , l) corresponding to the gaps of Hpq
which are closed in H . Let xi, yi be the images of the Xi, Yi in SH and denote the images
of the Aνµ also by Aνµ (νp+ µq < pq).
Lemma 2.2. We have Ω1SH/K =
⊕
(ν,µ) 6∈h SHdAνµ. In particular SH is a regular K-algebra,
equidimensional of dimension n− l. Further SH is unramified over K[{Aνµ}(ν,µ) 6∈h].
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Proof. The module of differentials has the presentation
Ω1SH/K =
⊕
νp+µq<pq
SHdAνµ ⊕
l⊕
i=1
SHdXi ⊕ SHdYi/U
where U is generated by ∑
νp+νq<pq
xνi y
µ
i dAνµ,
∑
νp+νq<pq
νxν−1i y
µ
i dAνµ + FXX(xi, yi)dXi + FXY (xi, yi)dYi
and ∑
νp+νq<pq
µxνi y
µ−1
i dAνµ + FY X(xi, yi)dXi + FY Y (xi, yi)dYi
(i = 1, . . . , l). Since HessF (xi, yi) (i = 1, . . . , l) and DH(x1, y1, . . . , xl, yl) are units in SH the
statement about Ω1SH/K follows, and the remaining assertions are clear by the differential
criterion of regularity ([Ku1],7.2).
Now let U lpq(H) := Spec(SH) \ V (Fl(A/R)SH). By Lemma 1.2 the closed points
(α, ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl) of the scheme U
l
pq(H) are those for which the curve Cα has no sin-
gularities but the nodes (ξi, ηi) which satisfy DH(ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl) 6= 0. These Cα have
a Weierstraß semigroup which is obtained from Hpq by closing l of its gaps, but may be
different from H .
It will be shown in Proposition 3.1 that the scheme U lpq(H) is not empty. In order to
decide whether H is the Weierstraß semigroup of a nodal curve of type p, q we need a further
consideration which is inspired by [Ha], IV.4.
Let γi1 < · · · < γig be the gaps of H, γik = c− 1− (aikp+ bikq). Then
{γi1 , . . . , γig} ∪ {γj1 . . . , γjl}
is the set of all gaps of Hpq. In Hpq there are d− ik gaps > γik , and H has g− k gaps > γik .
Hence there are (d− ik)− (g− k) = l− (ik − k) gaps of Hpq which are > γik and are closed
in H . Therefore γjm > γik if and only if m > ik − k.
Let sk be the column 

X
aik
1 Y
bik
1
...
...
X
aik
l Y
bik
l

 (k = 1, . . . , g)
and Dmk (X1, Y1, . . . , Xl, Yl) for m ∈ {1, . . . , ik − k} the determinant of the matrix which
is obtained from AH by replacing its m-th column by sk. These are
∑g
k=1(ik − k) =∑g
k=1 ik −
(
g+1
2
)
determinants. Let J be the ideal generated by their images in SH . If the
semigroup H is obtained from Hpq by closing its l greatest gaps, then no D
m
k are present,
and we set J = (0). Let Vpq(H) := U
l
pq(H) ∩ V (J).
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Theorem 2.3. The closed points of Vpq(H) correspond to the nodal curves of type p, q
having the Weierstraß semigroup H, i.e. H is the Weierstraß semigroup of such a curve if
and only if Vpq(H) 6= ∅.
Proof. a) Let Q := (α, ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl) ∈ Vpq(H). Since Q ∈ U lpq(H) the curve Cα is a nodal
curve with the nodes (ξ1, η1), . . . , (ξl, ηl) and DH(ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl) 6= 0. Moreover
(1) Dmk (ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl) = 0 for k = 1, . . . , g and m = 1, . . . , ik − k.
Further for any k ∈ {1, . . . , g} the linear system of equations
AH(ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl)


λ1
...
λl

 = −sk(ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl)
has a unique solution. By Cramer’s rule (1) implies that λ1 = · · · = λik−k = 0. Let x, y
denote the images of X,Y in the function field of Cα. The polynomial
Φk(X,Y ) := X
aikY bik +
∑
m>ik−k
λmX
ajmY bjm
vanishes at the nodes (ξi, ηi) (i = 1, . . . , l), and since γjm > γik for m > ik − k the dif-
ferential ωk :=
Φk(x,y)
FY (x,y)
dx has order ordP (ωk) = γik − 1 at the place at infinity of Cα. By
[KKW], Proposition 4.2 γi1 , . . . , γig are gaps of the Weierstraß semigroup of Cα, i.e. H is
this semigroup.
b) Let H be the Weierstraß semigroup of a nodal curve Cα : F (α,X, Y ) = 0 of type p, q
with l distinct nodes (ξ1, η1), . . . , (ξl, ηl). We show that Q := (α, ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl) ∈ Vpq(H).
By the discussion above we know already that Q ∈ U lpq(H).
Let Ω∞ be the vector space of differentials with non-negative order at the place P at
infinity of Cα. According to [KKW], Lemma 4.1 we can choose a basis {ω1, . . . , ωl} of the
vector space Ω of holomorphic differentials on R such that ωk = Φk(x,y)FY (x,y)dx with
Φk(x, y) = x
aik ybik + λik+1x
aik+1ybik+1 + · · ·+ λdxadybd (k = 1, . . . , g)
and ordP (ωk) + 1 = γik . By elementary transformations we attain that
Φk(x, y) = x
aik ybik + λ˜r,kx
ajr ybjr + · · ·+ λ˜l,kxajl ybjl (k = 1, . . . , g),
with certain λ˜i,k ∈ K where r = ik − k + 1. Since Φk(ξi, ηi) = 0 (i = 1, . . . , l) and
λ˜k,m = 0 (m = 1, . . . , ik − k) Cramer’s rule implies that Dmk (ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl) = 0 for
k = 1, . . . , g and m = 1, . . . , ik − k. Hence Q ∈ V (J) ∩ U lpq(H) = Vpq(H).
Theorem 2.3 and [KKW], Theorem 6.4 imply
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Corollary 2.4. Let p be greater than the elements of the minimal system of generators of
H. Then H is a Weierstraß semigroup if and only if Vpq(H) 6= ∅.
The closed points of Vpq(H) are the ({aνµ}νp+µq<pq , ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl) ∈ Kn+2l which are
zeros of the polynomials
(2) F (Xi, Yi), FX(Xi, Yi), FY (Xi, Yi) (i = 1, . . . , l)
and of
(3) Dmk (X1, Y1, . . . , Xl, Yl) (k = 1, . . . , g,m = 1, . . . , ik − k)
and not zeros of the polynomials DH(X1, Y1, . . . , Xl, Yl),HessF (Xi, Yi) (i = 1, . . . , l) and of
at least one of the N :=
(
c
l
)2
(c − l)-minors ht (t = 1, . . . , N) of the matrix M =
(
rαβνµ
)
defined in Section 1. Let a be the ideal in R[X1, Y1, . . . , Xl, Yl] generated by the polynomials
(2) and (3). By Theorem 2.3 and Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz H is the Weierstraß semigroup
of a nodal curve of type p, q if and only if there exists t ∈ {1, . . . , N} such that
(4) ht ·
l∏
i=1
HessF (Xi, Yi) ·DH(X1, Y1, . . . , Xl, Yl) 6∈ Rad(a).
One can try to decide this by the radical membership test (see e.g. [Kr-R], page 219).
However the number N of necessary tests increases rapidly with p and q, and so do the
degrees of the involved polynomials. A sufficient condition is that (4) holds for a (c − 1)-
minor ht of the matrix M which requires c
2 tests in the worst case, but with no guarantee
of a success.
The polynomials in (2),(3) and (4) all belong to Q[{Aνµ}, X1, Y1, . . . , Xl, Yl]. Therefore
(4) holds true if and only if it holds true for K = Q, the field of algebraic numbers. In other
words, the property of H to be a Weierstraß semigroup is independent of the choice of the
base field. For example we can test it for K = C.
The projection An+2l(K) → An(K) ((α, ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl) 7→ α) maps the locally closed
set Vpq(H) onto a constructible set V
H
pq ⊂ Hlpq whose closed points correspond bijectively to
the nodal curves of type p, q with the Weierstraß semigroup H . We have
Hlpq =
⋃
H
V Hpq
where H runs over the numerical semigroups containing p and q with d− l gaps.
3 Simplification of nodal curves and a class of Weier-
straß semigroups
Let 1 < p < q be relatively prime integers and d = 1/2(p − 1)(q − 1). In Theorem 1.6 we
have seen that for any l ∈ {1, . . . , d} there is a nodal curve of type p, q with exactly l nodes.
The following proposition gives a more precise statement and a different proof.
Proposition 3.1. Let H be a numerical semigroup which is obtained from Hpq by closing
l of its gaps. Then U lpq(H) 6= ∅.
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As an immediate consequence we get
Theorem 3.2. Let H be the numerical semigroup which is obtained from Hpq by closing its
l greatest gaps. Then H is a Weierstraß semigroup.
In fact, for H as in 3.2 no determinants Dmk occur. Therefore Vpq(H) = U
l
pq(H) which is
not empty by 3.1, and Theorem 2.3 implies that H is the Weierstraß semigroup of a nodal
curve of type p, q. 
In order to prove 3.1 we need some preparations. Since U lpq(H) is defined over Q we
may assume that K = C. Let R := C[{Aνµ}] and F ∈ R[X,Y ] the generic Weierstraß
polynomial of type p, q. We have Spec(R) = An(C) with n = 1/2(p + 1)(q + 1) − 1.
In Spec(R[X,Y ]) = An(C) × A2(C) we consider the smooth subschemes V (F, FX , FY ) ∼=
An−1(C) and V (FX , FY ) ∼= An(C). LetR′ = R/(∆) be the image ofR in R[X,Y ]/(F, FX , FY )
and
Hlpq ⊂ Hpq ⊂ H = Spec(R′) ⊂ Spec(R) = An(C)
as in Section 1. Further let π : An(C) × A2(C) → An(C) be the projection onto the first
factor. Its restriction π0 : V (F, FX , FY ) → An(C) to V (F, FX , FY ) is finite and has image
H. For a closed point α ∈ Hlpq the corresponding curve Cα has l nodes (x1, y1), . . . , (xl, yl)
and no other singularities.
We endow Cm (m > 0) with its standard norm || || and standard topology. For P ∈ Cm
and ǫ > 0 let Uǫ(P ) := {Q ∈ Cm | ||Q− P || < ǫ} denote the ǫ-neighborhood of P .
The proof of the following proposition is inspired by arguments of Benedetti-Risler [BR],
Lemma 5.5.9 and Pecker [P] in real algebraic geometry.
Proposition 3.3 (Simplification of nodal curves). Let Pi1 , . . . , Piλ be distinct nodes of
Cα (1 ≤ λ ≤ l). Given ǫ > 0 and δ > 0 there exists β ∈ Uǫ(α) such that the curve
Cβ : F (β,X, Y ) = 0 has λ distinct nodes Q1, . . . , Qλ and no other singularities where
Qk ∈ Uδ(Pik ) for k = 1, . . . , λ.
We obtain Proposition 3.1 by applying 3.3 to the normed curve Cα associated to the
Lissajous curve of type p, q. Let (xi, yi) (i = 1, . . . , d) be the nodes of Cα and γi = (p −
1)(q − 1)− 1− (aip+ biq) (i = 1, . . . , d) the gaps of Hpq. Then the determinant
DN(x1, y1, . . . , xd, yd) = det
((
x
aj
i y
bj
i
)
i,j=1,...,d
)
does not vanish by Lemma 2.1. Let γjk (k = 1, . . . , l) be the gaps of Hpq which are closed
in H . Consider the columns of
(
x
aj
i y
bj
i
)
corresponding to the (ajk , bjk) (k = 1, . . . , l). Since
they are linearly independent there exist nodes Pik := (xik , yik) of the curve Cα such that
DH(xi1 , yi1 , . . . , xil , yil) 6= 0.
By Proposition 3.3 there is a nodal curve Cβ : F (β,X, Y ) = 0 with exactly l nodes Qk =
(ξk, ηk) (k = 1, . . . , l) which are arbitrarily close to the Pik . Then for a suitable β also
DH(ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl) 6= 0, and it follows that (β, ξ1, η1, . . . , ξl, ηl) ∈ U lpq(H). 
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Proposition 3.3. In the following we consider S := V (F, FX , FY ) ∩ Cn × C2 and T :=
V (FX , FY ) ∩ Cn × C2 as submanifolds of Cn × C2. Then S ∼= Cn−1 is a hypersurface
in T ∼= Cn. We shall study the holomorphic maps π : Cn × C2 → Cn and π0 : S → Cn
corresponding to the morphisms π and π0 from above in the neighborhood of α ∈ Cn. We
have
π−10 (α) = {α} × Sing(Cα) = {(α, xi, yi) | i = 1, . . . , l}.
Lemma 3.4. Given δ > 0 there are for small ǫ > 0 open neighborhoods Ui of (α, xi, yi) on
S (i = 1, . . . , l) with the following properties:
(i) The Ui are pairwise disjoint and
π−10 (Uǫ(α)) =
l⋃
i=1
Ui, Ui ⊂ Uǫ(α)× Uδ(xi, yi) for i = 1, . . . , l.
(ii) π(Ui) ⊂ Uǫ(α) is a submanifold of codimension 1 (i = 1, . . . , l) and the map π0 : Ui →
π(Ui) is biholomorphic.
(iii) For any subset {j1, . . . , jλ} ⊂ {1, . . . , l} with λ distinct elements π(Uj1 ) ∩ · · · ∩ π(Ujλ)
is a submanifold of Uǫ(α) of codimension λ.
Using the lemma we can finish the proof of Proposition 3.3 as follows: Since Hpq is open
in H we can choose in 3.4 an ǫ > 0 such that Uǫ(α) ∩H ⊂ Hpq. Then for all β ∈ Uǫ(α) ∩H
it follows that Cβ is a nodal curve of type p, q. By dimension reasons the set
B := π(Ui1 ) ∩ · · · ∩ π(Uiλ) \
⋃
i6∈{i1,...,iλ}
π(Ui)
is not empty. Moreover since the Ui ⊂ Uǫ(α)×Uδ(xi, yi) are pairwise disjoint and π0 : Ui →
π(Ui) is bijective, for any β ∈ B the fiber π−10 (β) consists of exactly λ points (β,Qk) ∈ Uik
and Qk ∈ Uδ(Pik) for k = 1, . . . , λ.
Lemma 3.4. (i) We shall apply the Implicit Function Theorem to the map (FX , FY ) : C
n ×
C2 → C2 given by FX and FY . Remember that S ∼= Cn−1 is a hypersurface of T =
{(β, x, y) |FX(β, x, y) = FY (β, x, y) = 0}. The Jacobian of the map (FX , FY ) has rank 2 at
the points (α, xi, yi) since the Hessian HessF is one of its 2-minors and HessF (α, xi, yi) 6= 0
for i = 1, . . . , l.
The Implicit Function Theorem states that there exist ǫ0 > 0 and δ0 > 0 and holomorphic
maps ϕi : Uǫ0(α)→ Uδ0(xi, yi) with ϕi(α) = (xi, yi) such that T ∩Uǫ0(α)×Uδ0(xi, yi) is the
graph Γϕi = {(β, ϕi(β)) |β ∈ Uǫ0(α)} of ϕi (i = 1, . . . , l). The morphism π0 of C-schemes
is finite. Then the underlying continuous map π0 is closed with respect to the standard
topology, as is well-known. Further U :=
⋃l
i=1 S ∩ Γϕi is an open neighborhood of π−10 (α)
on S. HenceW := Cn\π0(S\U) is an open neighborhood of α in Cn such that π−10 (W ) ⊂ U .
For small ǫ ≤ ǫ0 we have π−10 (Uǫ(α)) ⊂ U and so
π−10 (Uǫ(α)) =
l⋃
i=1
Ui
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where Ui := S ∩ (Γϕi ∩ π−1(Uǫ(α))) = S ∩ Γϕi |Uǫ(α) is an open neighborhood of (α, xi, yi)
on S (i = 1, . . . , l). For small ǫ > 0, as ϕ1, . . . , ϕl are continuous functions, the U1, . . . , Ul
are pairwise disjoint and Ui ⊂ Uǫ(α)) × Uδ(xi, yi) for i = 1, . . . , l.
(ii) Since Ui ⊂ Γϕi |Uǫ(α) is a submanifold of codimension 1 and π : Γϕi |Uǫ(α) → Uǫ(α) is
biholomorphic π(Ui) ⊂ Uǫ(α) is likewise a submanifold of codimension 1 and π : Ui → π(Ui)
is biholomorphic.
(iii) The gradient of F at (α, xi, yi) has the form (vi, 0, 0) with vi := ({xνi yµi }νp+µq<pq)
for i = 1, . . . , l. By 2.1 the vectors vi are linearly independent, and vi is normal to the
hypersurface π(Ui) at α. It follows that π(Ui1)∩· · ·∩π(Uiλ) is for small ǫ > 0 a submanifold
of Uǫ(α) of codimension λ.
In connection with Theorem 3.2 we have a question: Given a Weierstraß semigroup close
its greatest gap. Do we get again a Weierstraß semigroup?
Acknowledgement. We are grateful to Reinhold Hu¨bl for valuable discussions and hints.
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